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final deVeloPMent & tour PartnerS, 2009
the final development and tour of Burning Daylight are produced by Performing lines for Mobile States.

the development and Wa seasons are supported by the Western australian government through the department of Culture and the arts.   
the tour is supported by Mobile States, a national touring initiative of the the australia Council, the australian government’s arts funding and  
advisory body, and by the national performing arts touring program, Playing australia.

Mobile States is a consortium of wcontemporary performance presenters: adelaide festival Centre, arts house, Brisbane Powerhouse,  
Performance Space, Perth institute of Contemporary arts and Salamanca arts Centre, along with tour producer Performing lines. 

oriGinal deVeloPMent PartnerS, 2004 – 06
Burning daylight was originally produced by Marguerite Pepper Productions.

the project was assisted by the australian Government through the australia Council’s new australian Stories initiative and its dance, theatre, Music, 
new Media and CCd Boards, and dCita through festivals australia; the Western australian Government through the department of Culture and the 
arts, and the kimberley development Scheme; the nSW Government through arts nSW, the Sidney Myer fund, advanced land resources, the 
kimberley Stolen Generation Commission, Country arts Wa, healthway, australian film Commission, Screen West and Stalker theatre Company.

BurninG dayliGht  
Place, history and community

images 
rod hartvigsen 
christian altorfer
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BurninG dayliGht takes inspiration from journalistic 
descriptions of the bar scene in Broome around the 
turn of the last century where it is described as an 
‘asian Wild West’, and re-graphs this into the present, 
setting the production in the streets outside a notorious 
pub on a Broome-style karaoke night. inspired also by 
the ‘constructed’ or ‘painted world’ of the filmic and 
photographic style of australian artist tracey Moffatt  
as well as her use of cultural subversion of genre, 
Burning Daylight takes place on a site which is part 
noodle western set, part contemporary remote town 
transit zone. 

a group of young people is kicked out of a bar around 
closing time. a series of contemporary dance scenes 
unfold expressing the friction and cultural collisions  
and local humour in the part of Broome known as  
‘the Bronx’. a lone cowboy, played by the multi talented 
trevor Jamieson, comes to town, his presence echoing 
across the last century, stirring ghosts of the town’s past 
and provoking the street gang into a surreal collision of 
past and present in the darkest hours of the night. 

these scenes are interspersed with karaoke songs sung 
from the bar by the talented Broome line-up. thursday 
night is wet t-shirt competition, Sunday night is crab 
racing and Monday night is karaoke night in Broome 
where blackfella cowboys line up to reveal why the 
region is famous for its singers. the form of karaoke 
allows us the convention of accompanying song with 
video. drawing on the noodle Western we are able to 
‘shadow’ the onstage performers with historic Broome 
figures: the aboriginal stockman, the geisha, the pearl 
diver. thus each live performer on stage has a ‘ghost’ 
or ‘double’ set in the past, on screen. the short videos 
explore classic interracial narrative tropes against the 
backdrop of the White australia policy deportations, the 
co-habitation laws and forced removals. 

as the long night unravels the narrative weaves 
backward and forwards between the fantasies of the 
past in the karaoke world, set in the grandparents’  
generation, and the legacy of this period: the 
contemporary reality of these young people in their 
globalised modern life. one long night in the streets of 
a small town where the ghosts of the past haunt the 
moonlit hours. 

the project draws upon popular mainstream forms  
not simply because these are easy generic entry points 
for the audience, but because globalisation has made 
these forms available and attractive to young audiences 
all around the world, including aboriginal Broome. 
rather than offering a utopian notion of a return to 
indigenous identity, we are investigating ways in which 
the local exists in a dynamic relationship with the global. 

all over the world young people now live out such 
complex identities, haunted by countries or traditions 
their parents and grandparents left behind either by 
choice or forced by government policy, whilst the 
current generation embrace a contemporary and 
globalised world of multiple influences and multiple 
cultural identities. the loves and losses, both cultural 
and personal, filter down generation to generation. 
Burning Daylight explores these stories in Broome but 
the production aims to speak to these issues in many 
towns and cities for audiences around the world today. 
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trevor Jamieson. Production images from Shinju  
festival Broome 2006 season except where noted. 
image: rod hartvigsen

Burning Daylight, Zürcher theater Spektakel 2007.  
image: Christian altorfer©

Yumi umiumare. image: rod hartvigsen
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Conceived by rachael swain  
 dalisa pigram

director rachael swain 
Choreographer serge aimé coulibaly  
assistant Choreographer & Cultural liaison dalisa pigram 
Set designer Joey ruigrok van der Werven 
director & Cinematographer  Warwick thornton 
(karaoke Videos)  
Costume designer stephen curtis  
lighting designer Geoff cobham  
Musical director & Composer matthew fargher 
karaoke Songs by amanda Brown
dramaturgy Josephine Wilson 

additional dramaturgy david pledger  
 John Baylis

Co-devisors & Performers trevor Jamieson  
 dalisa pigram  
 owen maher 
 sermsah Bin saad  
 antonia djiagween  
 yumi umiumare
Performer (2009) kathy cogill
Co-Composers & Musicians lorrae coffin  
 dazastah  
 Justin Gray 
original Co-devisors katia molino   
 scott Grayland

karaoke films

Singers   
    Geisha Memories  asako isawa
    Black Pearl  mark Williams
    You Are In My Heart ursula yovich

Musicians richard Boxhall
 amanda Brown
 sophie Glasson
 John howells
 pete smith
 Jonathan Zwartz

Production Manager mark haslam
Company Manager clytie smith
lighting operator marko respondeck
Sound operator reuben hopkins

Producer Burning Daylight 2009 tour harley stumm for 
 performing lines
original Producer marguerite pepper
 productions

 
Cover: trevor Jamieson and Yumi umiumare,  
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PatriCk dodSon 
the particular beauty of a project like this, is that it helps 
tremendously in how to improve the communication and 
participation of young people in understanding the process 
about culture, life and responsibilities. often young people, 
including young adults, find it very difficult to interface with 
the older people because they tend to think the older people 
have this bank of knowledge about culture. a lot of the young 
people think, “oh that’s for the old people” and “it’s something 
that’s special and unique and i really can’t get involved with 
that.” they respect it, but they think it is rarefied and got very 
little to do with the day to day.

i think the use of art in this form, in terms of play, and in 
terms of combining aspects of traditional story and protocols 
with the artistic form, is a very good way of opening up the 
possibilities for young people to understand culture and be 
sensitive to it. 

to get young people to do things in a play that is not  
directly linked to the protocol and practices in a ceremonial 
setting gives a good foundation for them to begin to 
understand culture. 

in the old times we’d sit around a fire and tell a story, partly 
to put you to sleep as a young kid but also the distractions 
weren’t there – the videos, the ipod, all these other things 
weren’t available. So we’ve got to utilise the technology in a 
way that helps to get the storytelling across and to do it in a 
relevant medium for young people so that they can clearly get 
a sense that it’s not ancient history. this is really about stories 
that relate to modern situations with a serious ethical and 
moral message underpinning it. 

Patrick dodson

Excerpt from an interview with senior Yawuru Law  
man and traditional owner, Patrick Dodson, on  
Burning Daylight and the new youth
work Buru, Broome, July 2009.

direCtor’S noteS
Burning Daylight was created through a rehearsal process 
exploring the Broome community’s past and present. the 
result is an unusual work which speaks of a very special 
local environment in remote north West australia, and its 
engagement across time with the myriad infuences of a 
globalised world. 

dalisa’s solo holds inside it the essence of the work and the 
context in which the work was made. Burning Daylight was 
created in 2005 and 2006, with the entire process sitting in 
the shadow of the rubibi native title case, and prior to the 
federal Government’s apology to the Stolen Generations. 
Burning Daylight was created on contested land, and at a 
time when the very existence of Yawuru dance, song and 
story where all being interrogated by the State Government’s 
lawyers in the federal Court. in dalisa’s words, “the old 
people were hurting.” our search for a new dance and story 
telling language for Broome during this time was complex, at 
times diffcult, but took us into some important new territory as 
a company. With many doors too painful to enter, i believe we 
found ourselves left talking with the ghosts. the work became 
a dialogue between the perspectives of the current young 
generations and the intergenerational ghosts which haunt 
them. in Marrugeku (after avery Gordon) we have come to 
understand “haunting as a very particular way of knowing” in 
indigenous australia.

dalisa recently described her solo as “crying for country”. 
She started the scene from the seed idea: if Broome was a 
woman, how would she be? She chose to perform it to her 
uncle Stephen’s song Dear Alistair, which is sung in the show 
by trevor Jamieson. the song is a letter written by rubibi, 
the Broome peninsular, to one of its earlier developers, 
alistair Mcalpine. her solo contains the strength, friction and 
beauty of Broome at that moment in time. although native 
title was awarded to the Yawuru people in 2006, complex 
issues of development still threaten the pristine environment 
surrounding Broome, and the results of decisions made over 
coming months and years will have substantial effect on the 
lives of young people in successive generations. Marrugeku’s 
search for new artistic forms to support sustainable public 
storytelling in Broome will continue to develop in this context.  
our new work in development, Buru, due to premiere in 2010, 
performed  by 10 young artists from Broome is an indication 
of what is to come.

Burning Daylight offers the perspective of a town where the 
echoes of the past flter through the young people’s daily lives, 
where the search of a contemporary identity made up of many 
infuences is more of a state of transition than an end in itself. 
Burning Daylight proposes a shifting world of cultural identities 
and globalised fantasies, where the intergenerational ghosts 
are never far behind. 

We hope you enjoy our portrait of Broome.

rachael Swain, September 2009
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u marruGeku is at the leading edge of australian 
contemporary intercultural performance. founded in 
1994, the company is currently under the artistic direction 
of rachael Swain and dalisa Pigram. drawing from the 
lives of people and communities living in remote north 
West australia, Marrugeku theatre Company share the 
memories and traditions of indigenous culture through 
contemporary dance-theatre. Place and identity, migration 
and misplacement, and the constant shifting world of 
cultural identities and globalised fantasies constantly 
inform the direction of their productions.

their ambitious large-scale outdoor works are created 
through long-term collaborations with a multicultural 
cast of professional and community based artists. the 
company utilises flexible contemporary dance languages, 
relevant traditional and contemporary music, physical 
theatre, circus, installation and video art. each visually 
spectacular production is designed to tour regional and 
remote communities as well as major australian and 
international arts festivals.

Marrugeku’s previous works have followed their world 
premiere seasons in Wa (Mimi 1996, Crying Baby 2001, 
Perth festival commissions), with significant touring lives. 
they’ve been presented by festivals as well as community 
events in carefully chosen cultural and environmental  
sites in Broome, Perth, kunbarllanjana, Maningrida,  
elcho island, Yirrkala, Brisbane, uluru, Sydney, Canberra, 
the Philippines, the netherlands, new Caledonia, 
Belgium, ireland, Germany, Switzerland and Brazil.

www.marrugeku.com.au

marruGeku steerinG committee 
dalisa Pigram, rachael Swain (Co-artistic directors), 
lorrae Coffin, Matthew fargher, debra Pigram

Yumi umiumare, dalisa Pigram and trevor Jamieson  
image: rod hartvigsen

Production set  
image: rod hartvigsen

ikeBana tanGo 
lYriCS BY daZaStah
Poor balla me, mix breed me,
I am a Brother and stranger on the streets,
I’m a stray mongrel sensing the scent,
of black flowers wen i walk in the darkness,

I’m your little Mongrel, a seeds seed of the blossoms,
Blown with the winds of time, weathered by the seasons of problems,
knocked unconscious by stolen cultures, i dream of my history, 
Robbed by Lawful Vultures, My past is such a mystery,

How come ME, The Past come to Haunt my soul,
How come me, The past come to call my soul,
How come me, The past come to taunt my soul,
wanna take me home and won’t let me go,

I hear her crying wen i sleep,
Geisha girl weeps, wen the wind breathes,
you fought my neville and his devil crimes,
to be with your cowboy man one last time,

Geisha Girl, you long for his ghostly shadow,
Though its clear i’m in the dark,
you have no way of letting your secret stray,
except black flowers blossom on the grave.

Sermsah Bin Saad and dalisa Pigram 
image: rod hartvigsen



KeY CreaTIVes

rachael sWain direCtor 
rachael is a founder and Co-artistic director of 
Marrugeku and Co-artistic director of Stalker. She 
conceives and directs multimedia performances in a 
unique synthesis of theatre, circus, video, and dance, 
in a variety of alternative locations. these include 
Marrugeku’s Mimi and Crying Baby, and Stalker’s Blood 
Vessel and Incognita, which have toured throughout 
remote and urban australia, europe, latin america and 
the Pacific. rachael co-devised and performed in all 
of Stalker’s earlier street theatre productions. She was 
commissioned by the european Capital of Culture to 
create SUGAR an intercultural dance project in the port 
cities of Marseilles and liverpool (06/07).  

serGe aimé couliBaly ChoreoGraPher 
Serge aimé is the founder and artistic director of faso 
danse theatre, based in ouagadougou, Burkina faso. 
his productions Et Demain, A Benguer, and Babamba 
fuse contemporary european and West african dance, 
and have been co-produced by the celebrated Belgian 
company les Ballets C de la B. he has also worked with 
les Ballets as co-deviser and dancer, in alain Platel’s 
Wolf and Sidi larbi Cherkaoui’s Tempus Fugit. in 2007, 
he was invited to create SUGAR with rachael Swain for 
liverpool 2008 – european Cultural Capital.

dalisa piGram aSSiStant ChoreoGraPher, 
PerforMer & Cultural liaiSon
Born and raised in Broome, dalisa and her family are 
part of the Yawuru people of Broome and Bardi people 
of one arm Point. a founding member of Marrugeku, 
dalisa was recently appointed Co-artistic director. She 
has toured with Marrugeku to the Philippines, new 
Caledonia, latin america, europe and all over australia 
with both Mimi and Crying Baby, and is currently 
working on Marrugeku’s youth stilt dance project, Buru. 
other productions including Stalker’s Blood Vessel 
and Incognita, and Jimmy Chi’s Bran Nue Dae (cabaret 
version) and Corrugation Road.  

Joey ruiGrok van der Werven 
Set deSiGner 
Joey designs sets, effects, rigging, contraptions and 
pyrotechnics for theatre. Prior to moving to australia 
in 1996 he was technical manager of dogtroep, one 
of europe’s most renowned, site-specific theatre 
companies, and continues to work with them. in 
australia he has designed and built for Stalker, 
Marrugeku, legs on the Wall, Gravity feed, kantanka, 
Salamanca arts Centre and others, and co-directed and 
designed urban theatre Projects’ Mechanix. Joey also 
teaches the devising and making of contraptions for 
theatrical events. 

WarWick thornton filM-Maker
Warwick is from the katjet people of Central australia. 
he completed a Bachelor of arts in Cinematography at 
aftrS and then worked as cinematographer on  
the australian feature film Radiance. his first feature  
film as director, Samson and Delilah, won the 
Camera d’or Prize at Cannes 2009. documentaries 
include Willigens Fitzroy, Buried Country, Dugong 
Hunters – Nganampa Anwerkerne, Photographic 
Memory, Bungarun Orchestra, Kangaroo Hunters 
and Marn Grook. Warwick wrote, directed and 
was cinematographer for Payback and Mimi both 
commissioned by SBS and the afi. 

mattheW farGher MuSiCal direCtor 
Matthew began a career as a community musician in 
the early 80’s and has since avoided the mainstream 
music industry by regularly working with marginalised 
and eccentric communities as a producer, composer 
and teacher. he has worked in theatre, dance and 
video  with companies including Circus oZ, Marrugeku, 
Sidetrack, Belvoir Street, and terrapin Puppet theatre. 
he has worked extensively with aboriginal communities 
across australia and is currently working with emerging 
musicians producing hip hop and contemporary music 
under the alias BJ Bedlam.

stephen curtis CoStuMe deSiGner 
Stephen has worked extensively as a designer for 
drama, film, opera, dance and exhibitions. his theatre 
credits include Lulu (Best design Green room awards 
03), The Turn of the Screw (opera australia); The Ring 
Cycle (State opera of South australia); La Boheme, 
Carmen (oz opera); La Boheme (opera queensland). 
his film credits include Looking for Alibrandi, and 
Bedevil. 

PerforMer/DeVIsors

trevor Jamieson
trevor is a member of the Wongi and Pitjantjatjara 
people (Wa). Performance credits include Marrugeku’s 
Crying Baby, Jimmy Chi’s Corrugation Road  
(Black Swan), and neil Murray’s King for this Place  
(deckchair). he conceived and co-wrote Career 
Highlights of the Mamu (adelaide festival), and co-wrote 
Ngapartji Ngapartji with Big hart (Melbourne, Perth, 
adelaide and Sydney festivals), which won him Best 
actor at Sydney theatre awards, and Most outstanding 
achievement in film, tV or theatre at the deadly 
awards 2008.

yumi umiumare
Born in hyogo, Japan, Yumi was  a member of tokyo’s 
seminal Butoh Company dairakudakan, before moving 
to australia in 1993. Major productions include Kagome 
(’96), Fleeting Moment (’98), Tokyo DasSHOKU Girl 
(’99-03), DasSHOKU Hora!! and solos INORI-in-visible 
and Dis-Oriental. She was choreographer on Ngapartji 
Ngapartji (Big hart), and toured with finucaine & 
Smith’s smash hit The Burlesque Hour. She teaches 
Butoh and has curated Beyond Butoh festival with tony 
Yap in Melbourne since 2001. 

sermsah Bin saad (suri)
Suri was born in South hedland, Wa. he trained at 
the aboriginal dance development unit in Perth and 
naiSda in Sydney. Performance credits include:  
Own Worst Enemy (Barking Gecko 2002) and 
Corrugation Road (Black Swan 1998). he has 
choreographed for the Modern dreamtime dancers 
(Broome) and was recently a finalist in So You think  
You Can dance (ten network).

oWen maher
owen is from the Bardi people of one arm Point 
aboriginal Community, north of Broome. he is a 
founding member of Modern dreamtime dancers 
Broome, has been performing and choreographing 
with them since 1993 and is now head Choreographer. 
highlights of his career include being part of a dance 
exchange program at Jazzart theatre in Capetown, 
South africa in 1998 and co-choreographing for the 
Mary G Show (SBS tV) in 2000. 

antonia dJiaGWeen
Born in Broome, toto joined Marrugeku for the process 
of Burning Daylight as a work experience secondment. 
She was mentored throughout the process by dalisa 
Pigram and Serge aimé Coulibaly. toto has since joined 
the production as a touring company member. toto has 
danced with Modern dreamtime dancers in Broome for 
7 years, including touring to korea in 2002.

kathy coGill
kathy has a diploma in dance (VCa, 1984) and a degree 
in acting (nida, 2001). She has performed with artists 
such as dance exchange, dance Works, human Veins, 
one extra, force Majeure, Sydney theatre Company, 
urban theatre Projects, Julieanne long, hans van den 
Broeck, australian dance theatre, and in europe with  
les Ballets C. de la B, Companie Vicente Saez (uadi), 
robert Wilson, diez y diez dansa, & Compania de 
danca de lisboa.

MuSiCianS/CoMPoSerS

lorrae coffin
lorrae is a member of the nyiyaparli and Yindjibarndi 
language groups of the Pilbara, born in Port hedland 
and raised and living in Broome. She is a co-founder of 
Marrugeku, touring nationally and internationally since 
1996. lorrae is an accomplished multi-instrumentalist, 
composer, performer and facilitator of workshops in 
communities across australia. She fronts her own band, 
(Self titled) and won “Bass Player of the Year” at the 
inaugural Wa indigenous Music awards 2009. 

daZastah
dazastah has toured extensively with downsyde, 
including this year’s sold out tour for the new album,  
All City. he is also a producer of many hip hop releases 
including drapht, layla, hunter, downsyde, Pegz, hilltop 
hoods and Matty B. dazastah has also won two WaMis 
and a dance Music award. he is currently working on a 
new downsyde album and a new solo work.

Justin Gray
Justin is writer, composer and lead singer for Broome 
rock band kross kulcha, twice winners of the next 
Big thing regional finals. they have performed for 
the aBC’s Message Sticks and numerous indigenous 
music festivals. Justin programs and presents radio 
programmes with Broome’s Goolarri Media.

trevor Jamieson.  
image: rod hartvigsen


